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The wall conditioning of the ADITYA tokamak is usually done, by first producing an electron
cyclotron resonance sECRd plasma inside the vessel and then superimposing a pulsed ohmic
discharge on the ECR background. Sometimes, helium gas is used as a working gas. In this article,
the spectral line emissions of neutral helium for the two different plasmas—namely, the ECR and
the pulsed discharge cleaning sPDCd plasmas—have been analyzed using a collisional-radiative
sCRd-model code to estimate the electron density and temperature. We are able to match the
experimentally obtained relative intensity ratios with those predicted by the model under the
assumption of ionizing plasma condition if the possible effects of the metastable states are not
ignored. This has been done by using the populations of two metastable levels s2 1S and 2 3Sd as
independent parameters in addition to the ground states of neutrals and ions in the CR model under
a quasisteady-state approximation. It is further seen that, it is the metastables and not the
recombination sincluding dielectronicd processes that lead to a better fit with experimental
observations. The column density of neutrals inferred from this analysis implies that the emission
from the PDC discharge emanates from a large region of the vessel, while in the ECR discharge, the
plasma responsible for the emission is restricted to a narrow region. This is also borne out by
experimental observation. © 2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1847704g
I. INTRODUCTION

In the fusion plasma, the nonhydrogenic atoms and ions
of commonly occurring impurity elements are of concern
because they contribute significantly to the plasma radiation
losses and adversely affect the plasma performance. The control of both hydrogen and impurity atoms is important for
obtaining reproducible tokamak discharges. This is usually
achieved by wall conditioning/cleaning, i.e., removal of adsorption from plasma facing surfaces. The principal methods
for conditioning the graphite tiles for plasma discharge operation in tokamaks are baking, He-glow discharge cleaning,
boronization, carbonization, and lithiumization, etc.1 The
common methods of wall cleaning are glow discharge cleaning sGDCd, Taylor discharge cleaning sTDCd, vacuum baking, and electron cyclotron resonance-discharge cleaning
sECR-DCd, etc.2 These methods are effective in specific
cleaning/conditioning depending on the gas used and the operational range of plasma parameters. Thus, it becomes relevant to characterize the discharge used for cleaning/
conditioning to optimize the process and spectroscopic
observations on the plasma offer a means to do so.
The relative intensities of spectral lines emitted from different upper levels are obviously proportional to the relative
populations of these levels, which in turn depend on the
plasma parameters si.e., Ne and Ted. Using the collisionalradiative sCRd model3–5 it is possible to calculate the expected relative intensities of various lines of specie for a
ad
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given value of Ne and Te. Such calculations can be done at
various degrees of sophistication by including as many
atomic processes si.e., processes of populating or depopulating various levelsd as are judged to be relevant. When more
processes are included, the prediction can be more reliable
but at a greater computational effort. Considerable advances
have been made in the last few decades in the calculation of
accurate cross sections necessary for the rate coefficients,
and many codes based on the CR model, for example, the
5
6,7
8
ADAS, ALADDIN, and CHIANTI, etc., have been developed.
For neutral helium line emissions from fusion plasmas, a
complete CR-model code along with the relevant database
has been developed.4,9
Using the above code, Kubo et al.10 have characterized
the JT-60U divertor plasma from the neutral helium line
emissions and the obtained results are found to be in good
agreement with the Langmuir probe measurements. These
results are interpreted under the assumptions that the plasma
is purely ionizing and that quasisteady-state approximation is
valid for all the levels, except ground-state atoms and ions.
This treatment is adequate for the investigations of divertor
plasma because of the high electron plasma densities sNe
. 1012 cm−3d. However, at lower plasma densities the metastable state populations can affect the excited-state population considerably11 due to the long relaxation times of these
levels se.g., 2 3S , 0.1 ms d in the absence of frequent collisions. Furthermore, the electron collisional excitation rates of
metastable level may exceed the excitation rates from the
ground-state atoms by orders of magnitude.12
In the present work, we have used the above CR code for
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helium9 for interpreting the spectra from the cleaning discharges of the ADITYA tokamak. The experimental procedure is summarized in Sec. II. A preliminary analysis of our
experimental results was made by comparing with computed
results obtained13 for ionizing plasma under the validity condition of quasisteady-state approximation for the two metastable states apart from the excited states. In Sec. III A, we
describe this analysis. This analysis yielded, for two types of
discharges, namely, the electron cyclotron resonance sECRd
and the pulsed discharge cleaning sPDCd plasmas, temperatures larger than 20 eV and electron densities lower than
1012 cm−3. This makes one suspect that the assumptions
made in this analysis may not be appropriate because at
lower densities sNe , 1012 cm−3d the metastable state population could be significant and at higher temperatures the dielectronic recombinations may be appreciable and the consideration of these processes can affect the excited-state
populations considerably.
To understand these effects clearly, in this work, a more
detailed investigation of the data has been performed. The
investigations are carried out for ionizing plasma, both when
the metastables are also included in the quasisteady-state approximation and when they are excluded. The effects of recombinations sincluding dielectronic recombinationd have
also been examined. It turned out that at lower densities the
effects of metastables are more important than the recombinations. Exclusion of the metastables from the quasisteadystate assumption in the CR model leads to a better match to
our observations. These are described in Secs. III B and
III C. The results are summarized and discussed in Sec. IV.
II. EXPERIMENT

In ADITYA tokamak,14 the ECR and pulsed discharge
plasma of hydrogen/helium gas are often used for the cleaning purposes before going on to any regular discharge. Consequently, there is an ongoing interest in characterizing such
plasmas for improving our cleaning operation. The helium
atom is an attractive diagnostic specie for electron temperature and density measurements spectroscopically. It has various advantages, for example, well-known atomic data, strong
visible lines, and availability of many density or temperature
sensitive line pairs for diagnostics.13
The experiments are carried out in the vacuum vessel of
ADITYA tokamak with a major radius of 75 cm and a minor
radius of 25 cm. In ADITYA, the usual cleaning procedure is
a pulsed ohmic discharge superimposed on a continuous
ECR plasma. A toroidal magnetic field of BT , 0.05 T and a
gas pressure of ,2.53 10−5 Torr is used. The ECR plasma is
produced using a magnetron ECR source with a frequency of
,2.45 GHz. On the ECR background, the pulsed discharge
cleaning sPDCd plasma is produced slasting about 5 msd once
every ,4 s. For spectroscopic studies, the light emitted during the discharges is relayed by optical fibers and fed to the
visible monochromator fitted with an intensified chargecoupled device sCCDd camera-based acquisition system to
record the emission lines. To capture the plasma emissions
during the 5-ms window, when both the ECR and the PDC
are on si.e., ECR+ PDCd, the loop voltage is used to trigger
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FIG. 1. Partial Grotrain diagram of the helium atom.

the acquisition system. An exposure time of 5 ms was found
satisfactory. For recording the spectrum of ECR plasma
alone, the acquisition is triggered after a 10-ms delay and an
exposure of 70 ms was used.
The experimental spectra have been recorded with a
resolution of ,2.5 Å. This was adequate to observe wellisolated He I lines such as 4713, 4922, 5016, 5048, 7065, and
7281 Å, yielding sufficient signal strength for quantitative
analysis. The transitions of these lines are shown in the
energy-level diagram ssee Fig. 1d. The experimental values
of line intensity ratio of Is4922 Åd / Is5048 Åd,
Is7281 Åd / Is7065 Åd,
Is5048 Åd / Is4713 Åd,
and
Is5016 Åd / Is4713 Åd comes out to be 3.12, 0.23, 0.3, and
2.17, respectively, for the sECR+ PDCd discharge after correcting for the wavelength-dependent detection system separately. For the ECR alone, the values of these ratios are typically 1.39, 0.7, 0.67, and 3.92, respectively. The statistical
uncertainty si.e., trial-to-trial variationd is about 6 5% of the
observed ratios.
III. COLLISIONAL-RADIATIVE MODEL AND DATA
ANALYSIS
A. Analysis under the validity condition of
quasisteady-state approximation for the two
metastable states

Intensities of the He I lines are calculated using the CRmodel code for helium.9 The atomic physics database needed
is a part of the code itself and has been in wide use. We have
used this data without any further evaluation.
Under the assumption that the dominant populations are
ground-state atoms and ions and the quasisteady-state approximation is valid for the populations of all excited levels
including metastable states, the population Nu of an excited
level u is expressed as
Nu = R0sudNeNi + RlsudNeNg ,

s1d

where R0(u) and Rl(u) are the reduced population coefficients for the level u. Here Ni, Ng, and Ne represent groundstate helium ion, ground-state helium atom, and electron
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densities, respectively. The rate equations for independent
levels are
dNg
dNi
=−
= aCRNiNe − SCRNgNe ,
dt
dt

s2d

where aCR and SCR are the collisional-radiative recombination and ionization rate coefficients, respectively. The reduced population coefficients and the collisions-radiative
rate coefficients are functions of Ne and Te only and are
calculated from the code by considering all the processes of
populating and depopulating the level u by excitation, deexcitation, spontaneous emission, ionization, and recombination from the adjacent ionization states, etc.9
In Eq. s1d, the population that is proportional to the helium ion density is the recombination component, and proportional to the helium atom density is the ionizing component. Under ionizing condition the term R0(u)NeNi is taken to
be negligibly small12 and the line intensity Iul for a transition
from level u to level l is expressed as
Iul =

1
NuAulDx
4p

=

1
R1sudAulNgNeDx
4p

=

1
XulNgNeDx,
4p

photons cm−3 s−1 sr−1

s3d

s4d

where Aul is the transition probability for the level l, Dx is
the length of the observed plasma column, and Xul is an
emission rate coefficient that depends on Ne and Te only. The
significance of the emission rate coefficient is that the experimentally observable intensity ratio of two lines swhich is not
directly dependent on Ni, Ng, and Ned can be easily obtained
from the code as the ratio of corresponding emission rate
coefficients si.e., Iul / Iu8l8 = Xul / Xu8l8d. Thus, it is easy to calculate the expected ratio of two lines under different plasma
conditions of Ne and Te.
The
intensity
ratios
Is4922 Åd / Is5048 Åd,
Is7281 Åd / Is7065 Åd,
Is5048 Åd / Is4713 Åd,
and
Is5016 Åd / Is4713 Åd are shown in Fig. 2. The ratios
Is7281 Åd / Is7065 Åd and Is5048 Åd / Is4713 Åd depend
more on temperature and weakly on the density, and ratio
Is4922 Åd / Is5048 Åd depends more on the density and
weakly on the temperature.13 A comparison of our observed
ratio with the calculated ratio of Is4922 Åd / Is5048 Åd reveals the electron density in the range of s6 ± 1d
3 1011 cm−3 for the ECR+ PDC plasma and s5 ± 5d
3 1010 cm−3 for the ECR plasma. The temperature is estimated from Is5048 Åd / Is4713 Åd and is found to be
s25± 5d eV for the ECR+ PDC plasma and s60± 5d eV for
the ECR plasma alone. The observed ratio of
Is7281 Åd / Is7065 Åd does not match the calculated values
for similar values of Ne and Te. Also, the ratio
Is5016 Åd / Is4713 Åd does not even fall in the range of the
corresponding ratio obtained from the code. So, when we are
using more than two ratios, the above analysis shows that for
the ionizing plasma under the validity condition of the

FIG. 2. Calculated line intensity ratios at different Ne and Te for the ionizing
plasma under the validity condition of quasisteady-state approximation for
the
two
metastable
states.
sad
I s4922 Åd / Is5048 Åd,
sbd
I s5048 Åd / Is4713 Åd,
scd
I s7281 Åd / Is7065 Åd,
and
sdd
I s5016 Åd / Is4713 Åd.

quasisteady-state approximation for the metastable states, the
estimated values of Ne and Te are poorly determined. As a
measure of mismatch, we use the variance

Î oH
4

ssTe,Ned =

1
4 i=1

Risxd − Riscd
Risxd

J

2

,

s5d

where Ri(x) represents the experimental ratios and Ri(c) represents the corresponding calculated ratios from the code.
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poor match is mainly on account of the two ratios
Is5016 Åd / Is4713 Åd and Is7281 Åd / Is7065 Åd, both of
which include triplet transitions. This suggests a possible
role of the 2 3S metastable state in determining the upper
state populations because a triplet-to-triplet transition is more
likely in the population process.15 The quasisteady-state approximation may be overestimating the population of metastables, especially 2 3S state.
B. Effect of recombinations

First we considered the effect of recombinations assuming a purely recombining plasma sincluding dielectronic recombinationsd in the original formulation to calculate the
emission coefficients. Figure 4 shows the obtained ratios. It
is seen that the obtained line ratios are very different from
the observed ratios. Moreover, for realistic effect one should
include both ionizing and recombining terms simultaneously
and for this we need an estimation of Ni / Ng. Assuming this
ratio to be the collisional-radiative quasisteady-state value
si.e., Ni / Ng = SCR / aCRd, we again calculated the line ratios for
different Ne and Te, which still could not be made to match
the observed ratios. This analysis shows that the recombinations are unlikely to be important in the plasmas under consideration.
C. Effect of metastables

In the lower-density regime it is possible that the formulation, in which metastables are treated as dependent levels
on the ground-state atoms and ions, is not accurate. Under
such circumstances the previous assumption of the
quasisteady-state approximation is not valid for metastables.
So, when metastables are to be treated as independent populations, si.e., the quasisteady-state approximation in the CR
model is assumed to be valid for the populations of all the
levels except the ground-state atom, ion, and two metastables
levelsd Eq. s1d gets modified to
Nu = r0sudNeNi + r1sudNeNg + r2sudNeN M1 + r3sudNeN M2 .
s6d

FIG. 3. Variance ssd at different Ne and Te for the ionizing plasma under the
validity condition of quasisteady-state approximation for the two metastable
states. sad ECR plasma, and sbd ECR+ PDC plasma.

The index “i” is summed over all the used ratios, and in the
present case, it is four.
The variance at different temperatures and densities
about the expected values is shown in Fig. 3. For the ECR
+ PDC the best fit has s , 0.31 and for the ECR s , 0.29.
The rather high value of inferred temperature si.e., ,55 eV
for the ECR plasmad and the low densities si.e., ,1012 cm−3
for both the casesd, leads us to probe if a better match could
be obtained when either dielectronic recombination or metastable effects are also accounted for. It is to be noted that the

Here r0(u), r1(u), r2(u), and r3(u) are the population coefficients corresponding to the ground-state ion, atom, first
metastable ssinglet 2 1Sd, and second metastable striplet
2 3Sd, respectively. N M1 and N M2 represent the number density of the first and second metastables, respectively.
As before, under the ionizing plasma condition, the line
intensity of an emission line can be written as
Iul =
=

1
1
NuAulDx =
r1sudAulNgNeDx
4p
4p
1
X8ulNgNeDx,
4p

s7d

where Xul
8 = r1(u)Aul is the emission rate coefficient. Basically, the explicit consideration of metastables modifies the
value of population coefficient to r1(u) instead of R1(u) in
Eq. s3d. Apparently the excited level populations of some of
the triplet levels such as and 3 3S and 4 3S get modified
substantially, as shown in the Fig. 5. The influence on the
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FIG. 5. Variation of the population densities of triplet excited levels snormalized by ground-state atom densityd at different Ne and Te for the ionizing
plasma: two different cases, sdotted lined under the assumption of
quasisteady-state approximation for the two metastable states, and scontinuous lined when this assumption is relaxed. sad 1s3s s3 3Sd state and sbd
1s4s s4 3Sd state.

FIG. 4. Calculated line intensity ratios at different Ne and Te for the recombining plasma. sad Is4922 Åd / Is5048 Åd, sbd Is5048 Åd / Is4713 Åd, scd
Is7281 Åd / Is7065 Åd, and sdd Is5016 Åd / Is4713 Åd.

population of these levels is more at lower plasma densities
si.e., nearly an order of magnitude at Ne = 1010 cm−3 for 3 3S
stated. It is estimated that the contribution of the 2 1S on the
singlet lines is relatively small in comparison to that of the
2 3S state on the triplet lines15 spossibly due to the long
relaxation time of the 2 3S state in comparison to the 2 1S
stated. This introduces a considerable modification in the interpretation of the line ratio measurements.
The line intensity ratios Is4922 Åd / Is5048 Åd,
Is7281 Åd / Is7065 Åd,
Is5048 Åd / Is4713 Åd,
and
Is5016 Åd / Is4713 Åd are calculated from the CR code for

ionizing plasma with metastables, and are shown in Fig. 6.
The line ratio Is4922 Åd / Is5048 Åd again reflects density in
the range of s7 ± 2d 3 1011 cm−3 for the ECR+ PDC plasma
and s5 ± 5d 3 1010 cm−3 for the ECR plasma alone. The ratios
Is7281 Åd / Is7065 Åd and Is5048 Åd / Is4713 Åd produce
temperatures of s7 ± 2.5d eV for the ECR+ PDC plasma and
s17± 2.5d eV for the ECR alone. Our observed ratio of
Is5016 Åd / Is4713 Åd is also closer to the range of obtained
ratio from the code, but still does not correspond to the Ne
and Te estimations made above. Sasaki et al.15 have argued
that the intensity of the 5016-Å line is affected by resonance
scattering. This could be the reason of this disparity. We have
also arrived at the best-fit values of Ne and Te that match the
experimental results using a minimum deviation, as shown in
Fig. 7. The computed results fit the calculated results best
with s , 0.20 at Ne , s9 ± 1d 3 1011 cm−3 and Te
, s8.5± 1.5d eV for the ECR+ PDC discharge. For the ECR
the best-fit value comes with s , 0.24 at Ne , s7.5± 2.5d
3 1010 cm−3 and Te , s17± 2.5d eV. We see that accounting
for metastables in ionizing plasma improves the Ne and Te
estimations, while the inclusion of recombinations did not.
We note here that, if the fractional abundances of metastables are known, a better fit to experimentally derived
spectrum should be possible. Absorption techniques allow
direct measurements of metastable populations especially at
higher pressures. In many plasma experiments16–18 this has
been accomplished. The fact that only electron collisions can
transfer atoms from the triplet to the singlet metastables has
been utilized19 to diagnose the plasma for both Ne and Te by
laser absorption techniques.
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FIG. 6. Calculated line intensity ratios at different Ne and Te for the ionizing
plasma under the effects of metastables. sad Is4922 Åd / Is5048 Åd, sbd
Is5048 Åd / Is4713 Åd,
scdIs7281 Åd / Is7065 Åd,
and
sdd
Is5016 Åd / Is4713 Åd.

IV. SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The validity of the ionizing plasma condition is an important issue to be discussed. It is well known that the ionizing plasma condition holds well when Ni / Ng ! SCR / aCR.20
To validate it, we need an estimation of Ni / Ng. If Ni is taken
to be approximately equal to Ne si.e., impurities and multiple
ionization assumed negligibled, from the filled gas pressure
s,1 3 1012 cm−3d, it follows that in the ECR case Ng < 9

J. Appl. Phys. 97, 043301 ~2005!

FIG. 7. Variance ssd at different Ne and Te for the ionizing plasma under
metastable effects, sad ECR plasma and sbd ECR+ PDC plasma.

3 1011 cm−3 and (Ni / Ng)ECR , 0.08. Similarly, the ECR
+ PDC plasma is 90% ionized and (Ni / Ng)ECR+PDC , 9. From
Fig. 8, where we have plotted the computed SCR / aCR values,
it is seen that for Te . 3 eV and Ne , 1 3 1010–1
3 1013 cm−3 the required ionizing condition is easily satisfied
and the assumption is valid for both of our plasma conditions.
Though the Ng has been estimated indirectly, we can
calculate the column density sNgDxd from the observed absolute intensities sIobsd and from Eq. s7d as
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FIG. 8. Plot for the ratio SCR / aCR at different Ne and Te.

NgDx =

4pIobs

8 deffNe
sXul

.

FIG. 9. Intensity variation of He I 7281 Å line snormalized by its peak
valued vs tokamak minor radius: shd for the ECR plasma, and sOd for the
ECR+ PDC plasmas.

s8d

Here Dx is the length of the emitting region of the plasma
viewed by the optical system. The NgDx comes out to be
,1.623 1011 cm−2 for the ECR plasma ssince the intensity
of 5016-Å line may be affected by resonance scattering
effect,15 this line has not been used in this estimationd. For
the ECR+ PDC plasma NgDx , 5.43 1012 cm−2, which is
about 33 times the ECR case, despite the lower neutral density. This implies that in the ECR plasma, the emitting region
is much smaller than in the ECR+ PDC plasma. A survey
scan swith rather lower spatial resolutiond across the vessel
cross section, which is shown in Fig. 9, supports this inference. The ECR+ PDC plasma emanates from the entire cross
section while the ECR plasma emission region is confined to
a narrow region.
In summary, we can say that the use of the CR-model
code has enabled us to examine the roles of metastables and
recombinations in spectra of plasmas of practical interest. It
is seen that at the prevailing plasma densities s,1012 cm−3d ,
the effects of metastable states of helium on the line intensities would be overestimated if the metastable states are assumed to be in a quasisteady-state si.e., the population determined entirely by the ground-state populationsd.
We have shown that the computed values fit the observed results of the line ratio best at Ne , s9 ± 1d
3 1011 cm−3 and Te , s8.5± 1.5d eV for the ECR+ PDC disand
Te
charge
and
Ne , s7.5± 2.5d 3 1010 cm−3
, s17± 2.5d eV for the ECR plasma. We have also verified
that the ionizing plasma assumed for calculation holds good

for both, the ECR plasma that is restricted to a narrow region, and for the ECR+ PDC plasma which nearly fills the
entire vessel.
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